Integration with Guarantee Companies like NCGTC, CGTMSE

- Any loan applied on the portal (on or after Mar 31, 2017) would be analysed through the NCGTC rule engine.

- Coverage under the CGSSI scheme would be highlighted in Green colour. On clicking the ‘gear’ icon would show an additional menu option ‘SUI-NCGTC Coverage’

- On clicking the ‘SUI-NCGTC Coverage’ either on the drop down menu or while viewing the Details, a checklist would appear, providing the tentative eligibility checklist.

- The checklist is divided into two parts
  - Rules checked by the system
  - To be ensured by the Bank

- A tick (✔️) or a cross (❌) appears against each checklist item analyzed by the portal to provide an understanding to the Banker on the availability of Guarantee Coverage.